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	Deepen your app development skills with Pro iOS Geo. This book shows you how to use geolocation-based tools to enhance the iOS apps you develop. Author Giacomo Andreucci describes different ways to integrate geo services, depending on the kind of app you’re looking to develop: a web app, a hybrid app, or a native app. You’ll discover how to use the Google Maps API features to integrate powerful geo capabilities in your apps with a little effort.


	You’ll learn how to:

	
		Design geographic features for your apps while respecting usability criteria
	
		Design touristic geo apps
	
		Use HTML5 and the Google Maps JavaScript API to implement powerful geo functions in your apps
	
		Use Google Fusion Tables to display and query data in your maps
	
		Transform your geo web apps into hybrid apps that can be submitted to the Apple App Store
	
		Create native iOS geo apps using the new Apple Maps data through the Map Kit API



	After reading Pro iOS Geo, you’ll have the knowledge and skills you need to add a geo dimension to all your apps, whether as a feature of a larger app— such as a social networking app that shows where friends are located in a selected area—or as the primary part of an app—such as a guide app that shows the monuments in your city. 


	What you’ll learn

	
		Design geographic features for your apps while respecting usability criteria
	
		Design touristic geo apps
	
		Use HTML5 and the Google Maps JavaScript API to implement powerful geo functions in your apps
	
		Use Google Fusion Tables to display and query data in your maps
	
		Transform your geo web apps into hybrid apps that can be submitted to the Apple App Store Create native iOS geo apps using the new Apple Maps data through the Map Kit API



	Who this book is for


	This book is for experienced iOS app developers looking to learn, use and integrate various geo-location based tools and APIs.
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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Environmental remote sensing is the measurement, from
	a distance, of the spectral features of the Earth’s surface
	and atmosphere. These measurements are normally
	made by instruments carried by satellites or aircraft, and
	are used to infer the nature and characteristics of the
	land or sea surface, or of the atmosphere, at the...
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Digital Government: Technology and Public Sector PerformancePrinceton Press, 2005

	Few developments have had broader consequences for the public sector than the introduction of the Internet and digital technology. In this book, Darrell West discusses how new technology is altering governmental performance, the political process, and democracy itself by improving government responsiveness and increasing information available...
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Doing Statistics With SPSSSage Publications, 2002
Doing Statistics With SPSS is derived from the authors' many years of experience teaching undergraduates data handling using SPSS. It assumes no prior understanding beyond that of basic mathematical operations and is therefore suitable for anyone undertaking an introductory statistics course as part of a science based...
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Databases DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The fast and easy way to understanding the fundamentals of databases

If you’re tired of wading through huge technical manuals that drown you in jargon, making it difficult to decipher database fundamentals, help has finally arrived. Databases Demystified is user-friendly, engaging, easy to follow, and designed for the non-expert...
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Sustainable Meat Production and ProcessingAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Sustainable Meat Production and Processing presents current solutions to promote industrial sustainability and best practices in meat production, from postharvest to consumption. The book acts as a guide for meat and animal scientists, technologists, engineers, professionals and producers. The 12 most trending topics of...
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Ruby Data Processing: Using Map, Reduce, and SelectApress, 2018

	
		Gain the basics of Ruby’s map, reduce, and select functions and discover how to use them to solve data-processing problems. This compact hands-on book explains how you can encode certain complex programs in 10 lines of Ruby code, an astonishingly small number. You will walk through problems and solutions which are effective...
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